GET IN TOUCH WITH THE FUTURE OF HYGIENE.
INTRODUCING INDIA’S FIRST TOUCH FREE FLUSHING TECHNOLOGY.

TIME IN INDIA
In this day and age, as convenience is becoming important, smart and innovative products have now become a need more than ever to lead comfortable lives.

Hindware has been successful in developing innovative products that maintain the highest level of hygiene. With hygiene and convenience at its core, Hindware introduced Touch-free, India’s 1st Touch-free flushing technology in water closets that lets you flush with a wave of your hand keeping all the harmful bacteria away.

**IMMACULA**
Water Closet
Immacula indicates a nostalgic with a hint of suave and posh. A clean, smooth & compact One pc design with fluid cistern shape that makes it look exquisite.

**PEARL**
Water Closet
Design inspired by free-flowing water droplets, the Pearl range of one piece WCs are furnished with a slow falling seat cover and water saving dual flush 3/6 litres.

Keep yourself protected from bacteria as you flush with just a wave of your hand.

Designed to cleanse perfectly while saving a lot of water.

Designed with an alternative manual flushing operation just in case you want to take your time to get used to it.

Designed to have smooth surfaces that do not allow dust to settle making them easy to clean and maintain.

Integrated is a slow falling seat cover that makes no noise.

www.hindwarehomes.com